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GLEE CLUB TO 
GIVEOPERETTA
Assignment of Leading 
Parts Is Announced
TO BE PRESENTED SOON
Mildred Mae Bangs, ’23, Leads Wom­
en While Adams Martin, ’22, Leads 
Men—Rehearsals Indicate Ex­
ceptional Program in “ Captain 
Crossbones”
“ Captain Crossbones,” the comic 
opera to be given by the Girls’ and 
Men’s Glee Clubs of N. H. C., will 
probably be presented during the first 
two weeks of February. Rehearsals 
are progressing well and this operetta 
will certainly be too good to miss.
The principal girls’ parts are taken 
by Mildred Bangs, ’23, Ingrid Soder- 
lund, ’24, Alice Palisoul, ’24, and Ruth 
Barker, ’22.
Two of the leading men’s parts are 
to be taken by Adams Martin, ’22, and 
Shirley Pollard, ’21.
DR. SLOBIN SPEAKS 
AT MATH CLUB
‘Expansion and Summation” Subject 
of Talk at First Meeting of the 
Year—History of Club Re­
viewed
Dr. H. L. Slobin was the speaker at 
a meeting of the Mathematics Club, 
held in DeMeritt Hall, Thursday 
evening, December 9. Dr. Slobin first 
gave a resume of the history of the 
club and then gave an interesting and 
instructive talk on “ Expansion and 
Summation.” Dr. Slobin compared 
mathematics with poetry, saying that 
both require imagery-imagination. 
HISTORY OF CLUB
The Mathematics Club, it will be 
remembered, was organized last year, 
the first meeting being held January 
28. Professor C. A. Garabedian was 
the first speaker. This meeting was 
followed by other meetings, both stu­
dents and faculty taking turns at 
leading the meetings. The officers 
for this year are: President, John M. 
Cotton; vice-president, R. C. Brown; 
secretary, Nora A. Reardon; treas­
urer, W. S. Meader.
PROF. BOWLER TO SPEAK
The meeting Thursday was the first 
to be held this year, however plans 
are now being made for next term 
and an interesting schedule is ex­
pected. It is reported that Professor 




Horticulturists Tell of Work in North­
ern Vermont During Past Sum­
mer—Taft and Lagasse Dig 
for Borers
Commuters’ room for the evening. 
For further entertainment everyone 
brought his “ Mem.” book. The re­
freshment committee, under Sarah 
Richards, ’24, made a deep felt appeal 
with sandwiches, tuna salad and home 
made fudge,
That the experiment was most sat­
isfactory, everyone there concurs in 
saying, and the club, with a program 
of “ every meeting better than the 
last,” plans ,a sleigh riide and an 
oyster supper at Simpson’s next time.
Y. M. C. A. TO VITALIZE 
DISCUSSION GROUPS
Attempt to be Made to Organize 
Student Deliberations—Perley 
Ayer, ’22, Heads Committee 
On Socialized Groups.
A detailed description of summer 
orchard work by Felix Lagasse, ’21, 
and L. Taft, ’21, was the feature on 
the program at the Agricultural club 
meeting at Morrill Hall last Monday 
night. They spent the summer with 
John Reardon, ’21, on a large orchard 
project in Vermont. Their descrip­
tion of their work and play was at 
once interesting and instructive.
President Harold French, as part of 
the routine business, had a challenge 
read from Mass. Aggies. The “ Bay 
Staters” want to meet a team from 
New Hampshire in a debating con­
test, evidently thinking that they may 
have better luck in forensics than in 
football This letter had been re­
ceived by the English Department 
and was referred to the club by Doc­
tor Richards. Immediate action was 
taken, men interested were signed up 
and it is hoped that arrangements for 
a debate may soon be completed. 
PLANS FOR AGGIE BALL
George W. Weston, ’22, was 
elected assistant master-of-program 
to fill the vacancy made by the resig­
nation of Ralph N. Johnson, ’21. A 
recent amendment to the constitution 
calls for a club publicity agent. Ar­
thur Lawrence, ’23, was chosen for 
the office. Edmund Riel, ’21, Harold 
French, ’21, and L. B. Quimby, ’22, 
were chosen as the head committee 
for the annual Aggie Ball. D. K. 
Andrews, ’23, as critic for the even­
ing emphasized the need for better 
attendance at the club meetings on 
the part of both students and fac­
ulty.
A box of beautifully packed apples, 
the contribution of the horticultural 
department were inspected and 
sampled by those present throughout 
the evening.
Students often get into an informal 
discussion group at the houses or in 
the dorms. They do not always dis­
cuss deeply religious topics but no 
doubt they get around to some sort 
of topic now and then. It may be 
spiritualism, Christian Science, the 
Bible itself, or what practical value 
the Christian religion amounts to 
after all, or of what practical value 
the Christian church can be found to 
be nowadays. Whatever the subject 
the discussions have a great many fol­
lowers.
The “ Y” wants to get the students 
organized and to think through some 
of these things with a group that is 
going to meet regularly next term? 
Here is the plan, take it for what it 
is worth:
A four year course in Religious Ed­
ucation, under able instrustion is to 
be offered. It is in brief to be along 
the following line of subjects:
1st year: The History and Litera­
ture of the Bible.
2nd Year: The History of Christ­
ianity.
3rd Year The Religions of the 
World.
4th Year: Applied Christianity or 
Christian Sociology..
PASTOR TO HELP
It is hoped that the Community 
Pastor when he has been selected will 
take one of these courses, two mem­
bers of the faculty will take two of 
the other groups, and the interdenom­
inational student pastor, Mr. Fisher 
will take a fourth group.
A religious clearing house of all 
religious organizations is under way 
of organizations is under way of or­
ganization and through this body it 
may be possible to unite all work in 
religious education being carried on 
by the Church Bible Classes, the Y. 
W. C. A. and the Y. M. C. A. under 
the above four year course. That 
may or not be a wise plan. The 
Christian Council, or clearing house 
just referred to will decide this and 
all other such cooperative plans.
PERLEY AYER IN CHARGE
However, a beginning will be made 
the very first week of the second term. 
Perley Ayer, ’22 is seeing personally 
every member of the Y. M. C. A. who 
checked discussion groups on the 
membership card stub and giving each 
man an opportunity to enroll in this 
actual religious education course. 
The course will be of one hour a 
week. The exact time and place of 
the class will be announced by ccn- 
spicious posters upon our return 
from the Christmas vacation. The 
Religious Education Department of 
the Y. M. C. A., of which Ayer is 
chairman, has secured as instructior 
for this year’s course Mr. R. DeH. 
Fisher, interdenominational student 
pastor and Y. M. C. A. secretary. Mr. 
Fisher is admirably fitted to under­
take this sort of work by reason of 
his three year theological course in 
Crozer Seminary, Penna., where 
Christianity is presented from a non­
sectarian, and modernly sicentifie 
point of view; and by reason of the 
fact that he took his M. A. degree at 
the University of Penna., majoring 
in sociology, but also taking several 
courses in comparative religion, an­
thropology, and education.
COLBY CLUB HOLDS FIRST
OF SEVERAL SOCIALS.
The first of a series of social meet­
ings, which the Colby club plans to 
give during the year, took place in 
the Commuters’ room at Smith hall, 
Saturday evening, December 11, and 
was attended by twenty-one members 
of the club.
The piano was moved into the
MEMORIAL FIELD 
TOTAL $14,000
Class of 1920 
Reaches Quota with 
52 Per Cent. Pledging
WILLIAMS COLLEGE 
GETS HONOR FLAG
Brown Closes Second—Wellesley and 
Wheaton Divide Honors for Wom­
en’s Colleges—New Hampshire 
Makes Poor Showing—But 
16 Per Cent. Enroll
1906 ALSO REACHES QUOTA
$1,500 Comes in During Last Week— 
1880, 1906, 1920 Now Leading 
Race of Classes—New Hamp­
shire Spirit Running High
£ |
$  LOST AND FOUND. f
*  $
T + The following lost and found ||
jp articles, having been previously
*?: advertised, will be turned over $
^ to the Young Men’s and Young ^
*  Women’s Christian Associations ^
l*+ and Red Cross for disposal if ^
not called for before Jan. 1:
. ?]>1 tan Boston bag; 1 light blue ^
^  scarf; 1 key on chain; 4 keys on
$  ring; 3 ladies’ handkerchiefs;
4, 1V2 skeins black wool; 2 yds. ¥
^ black ribbon; 3 fountain pens. &
Books found and unclaimed will ^
be turned over to the Library: ❖
French Grammar and Reader a
\t/
(P. B. Donovan); Chemistry ;;;
♦j* notebook (R. W. White); So- p  
♦♦♦ ciology notebook (Kennedy);
Trigonometry notebook (His- &
^  cock). ^
ij* —Registrar. ++*
k I
The truth is out at last! The class 
of 1920 has gone over the top in the 
Memorial Field . campaign. Jiist 
what this means may be realized 
when the following facts are consid­
ered:
Although the last class graduated, 
1920 is the first—with the exception 
of the class of 1880—to reach its 
quota.
Its quota set amounts to a larger 
total than any of the other classes, 
being $2,000.
The class is not ging to stop here. 
Forty-eight per cent, of its members 
have not yet subscribed, and Chris. 
J. O’Leary, the enterprising 1920 
treasurer, is going after these with 
a view to having the class 100 per 
cent, pledged before April 1st. They 
are going to double their quota if 
possible.
1917 SILENT
You can’t beat that for New 
Hampshire spirit. The members of 
the Memorial Field Committee are 
already looking around at the other 
classes, and asking them what they 
have got to say about 1920’s record. 
Almost simultaneously with the an­
nouncement that 1920 had gone over 
the top, Ed. Hardy of the class of 
1906 stated that they too had reached 
their quota of $650. The class of 
1917, which had been in the lead until 
1920’s surprising spurt of the last 
few weeks, is maintaining a sus­
picious silence;, they have pledged 
$1,300 with $500 still to go to reach 
their quota of $1,800.
BURKE PLEDGES $150
This has been a good week for the 
Memorial Field Fund. With pledges 
of over $1,500 coming1 in, the total 
has now reached $14,000, a good bit 
over half way toward the goal of $25,-
000. In addition to the runs chalked 
up by 1920 and ’06, there have been 
several good-sized pledges, among 
them ones for $150 by George W. 
Burke, ’16 and $100 by Grace E. At­
wood, ’19.
The completion of 1920’s quota was 
made at the Boston alumni meeting 
last Friday night. Just before the 
meeting word was passed around to 
the seven members of the class pres­
ent to the effect that $80 was needed 
to complete the quota. Inside of five 
minutes O’Leary had the necessary 
pledges or money to turn over to Sec­
retary J. C. Kendall,
Acknowledgment is made this week 
of the following pledges:

















Grace E. Atwood, ’19,
W. E, Britton, ’93,
Class of 1919,
J. F. Durgin, ’19,
M. G, Eastman, ’13,
P. L. Gowen, ’12,
Marian A. Lewis, ’19,
E. P. Robinson,
M. W. Smalley, ex-2 yr. ’18,
Miriam A. Sanders, ’19,
T. A. Thorp, ’10,
The class of 1919 has voted to give 
the balance of $40.04 in its class treas­
ury to the Memorial Field Fund. This 
is a substantial method of helping 
which it is hoped other classes will 
follow.
Not all of the gifts to the Field are 
coming from the alumni. E. P. Rob­
inson, State County Agent Leader, 
was one of the recent contributors.
The New York alumni are showing 
the same sort of spirit as those in 
Boston in their enthusiasm for the 
Memorial Field. At a smoker held 
Dec. 4, there were twenty-five of the 
“old boys” out, and Herb Tucker, ’12, 
reports that there was so much busi­
ness to be discussed and such a gen­
eral good time that the meeting lasted 
till after eleven, The classes repre­
sented ranged from ’06 with “ Knibbs” 
Fuller and Willis Campbell, on up to 
the several 1920 men that “Knibbs” 
has working with him.
A complete committee to canvass 
the New York branch for the Field 
Fund was formed as follows: H. R. 
Tucker, ’12; Lewis Bunker, ’12; Bill 














































Complete returns from the recent 
Red Cross drive are now at hand. 
The New England headquarters of 
the American Red Cross Society have 
tabulated the results of the cam­
paign in the eastern colleges, and 
have awarded the honor flag for men’s 
colleges to Williams College for hav­
ing the highest per cent, of its stu­
dent body enrolled as members. 
Eighty-six per cent, of the men at­
tending Williams took out annual 
membership in the Red Cross,; Wel­
lesley and Wheaton head the list of 
women’s colleges, each with a perfect 
record of 100 per cent. Both received 
the honor flag. A red cross flag was 
given Masachusetts Institute of Tech­
nology as a special reward for having 
secured the largest number of mem­
bers among the men’s colleges. Bow- 
doin had a higher percentage enrolled 
than did Williams, but due to delayed 
returns no credit could be given. New 
Hampshire is well down the list hav­
ing an enrollment of but sixteen per 
cent. Out of 849 students only 139 






















Williams College, 574 
Brown University, 959 
Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute, 523
Mass. Agri. College, 833 
College of Bus. Admin­
istration, (Boston 
University), 1175
Dartmouth College, 1875 
College of Liberal Arts 
Boston University), 705 
Norwich University, 249 
Mass. Inst, of Tech., 3360 
Boston College, 731
Tufts College, 600
N. H. State Colleg, 849 
University of Vermont, 930 
R. I. State College, 335 
Clark College, 188
WOMEN’S COLLEGES 
Wellesley College, 1236 1236 100 
Wheaton College, 257 257 100 
Women’s College of
Brown University, 273 254 93 
Jackson College, 173 109 63
Simmons College, 1250 648 51 
Radcliffe College, 475 190 40
Mount Holyoke, 778 192 25
College of Sec. Science,
(Boston University), 544 80 14 
Red Cross Honor Flag, for the 
Men’s Colleges, awarded to Williams 
College.
Red Cross Honor Flags, for the 
Women’s Colleges, awarded to Wel­
lesley and Wheaton Colleges.
Special Award of Red Cross Flag, 
to Massachusetts Institute of Tech­
nology, for the largest number of 
members secured among the Men’s 
Colleges. (These Banners were given 
by a friend, who wishes his name 
withheld.
Bowdoin College reported 356 mem­
bers, out of an enrollment of 398, or 
90 per cent, but the report came too 
late, as the competition was already 
closed, and the award made to Wil­
liams College.
SENIOR CHAMPS WIN 
PROM FRESHMEN
Sophomores Come From Behind and 
Defeat Juniors 14 to 13—Series 
Proving Interesting
COLLEGE FACES GREAT CRISIS AS 
NEW FINANCIAL PERIOD DAWNS
President Hetzel Reviews Many 
Needs of Institution at Final 
Chapel Exercises
LARGE APPROPRIATION REQUIRED
Legislature to be asked for support by increased finan­
cial aid—Enrollment has increased 300 per cent, in 
ten years—Details of institutional management 
and requirements presented.
The seniors continued their win­
ning streak on Friday afternoon and 
climbed a notch higher to the inter­
class championship of the college 
when they defeated the weakened and 
upset freshman team by a score of 34 
to 10. The seniors strengthened by 
the acquisition of the two Reardon 
brothers presented a fine team and 
their floor work was of the best seen 
in the series.
In the second game the sophomores 
upset the dope again when they 
handed the juniors a one point beating 
in the final minutes of play. The 
juniors, who were well up in the 
standing, received a serious jolt ow­
ing to this defeat, and are about out 
of the race. Although the sophs were 
five points behind at the end of the 
first half, they came back in the sec­
ond half to pull their old comeback 
stunt, and once again they succeeded, 
for in the last two minutes of play, 
they tied the score and pushed across 
the winning point when Strafford 
caged a foul.
r|- The next issue of “The f  
t  |  
% New Hampshire” will be |$ 
published on Jan. 12, 1921. 
— Editor, t>> 7K
President Ralph D. Hetzel at chapel 
on Wednesday reviewed very care­
fully the many changes that hav*3 
taken place at New Hampshire in the 
last few years and aptly outlined the 
needs of the college as the new two- 
year financial period approaches.
“ The situation is so critical,” said 
President Hetzel, “ that it becomes the 
duty of every student and alumnus 
of the institution to know the condi­
tions that exist in order to lend 
assistance whenever possible, and es­
pecially that the information concern­
ing the needs of the college may be 
carried home and explained to those 
interested.”
ESTIMATE READ
President Hetzel submitted college 
estimates for the two-year period 
which totaled approximately $900,000 
as follows:
For college operating expenses in­
cluding salaries, supplies, equipment, 
repairs and replacements $657,725 
for the two-year period or an average 
of $328,862.50 per year.
For the purchase of much needed 
farm land and the construction of a 
heating plant, $143,000.
For extension work in agriculture 
and home economics, $32,810 for the 
first year and $34s579 for the second 
year.
For the maintenance of the Agri­
cultural Experiment Station, $15,000 
per year.
NEED OF AID GREAT
In summing up his remarks Pres­
ident Hetzel said, “ New Hampshire 
College is seriously in need of the in­
creased appropriations from the com­
ing legislature for the following rea­
sons:
1. The student enrollment has in­
creased more than three hundred per 
cent, in the last ten years but the 
purchasing power of the money avail­
able for college operation has been 
decreasing since 1914 and now is but 
very little greater than it was ten 
years ago. In other words, it is as if 
a family of four in 1911 with an in­
come of one hundred dollars a month 
had increased to a family of fourteen 
in 1920 with no increase in income.
2. As a result this shortage of 
funds and increasing demands, the 
college plant has seriously run down 
and must be repaired as a protection 
of the state’s investment.
3. Equipment and supplies have 
been seriously depleted and are en­
tirely inadequate for present needs.
4. The salary scale is so much 
lower than that of other institutions 
of the same character that many of 
the best teachers are being drawn 
away endangering the reputation and 
standard of the college.
5. Buildings are so crowded as to 
seriously impair the efficiency of col­
lege instruction; students are denied 
laboratory work in several courses. 
The heating plant is inadequate and 
wasteful in operation.
MANY THINGS AT STAKE
“A few of the things at stake are:
1. Opportunity for higher educa­
tion for New Hampshire boys and 
girls of limited financial means at a 
time when it is vital to have our fu­
ture leaders drawn from all classes in 
our democracy.
2. The means for training of 
needed high school teachers for the 
state.
3. The growing usefulness of the 
college in the direction and en­
couragement of movements designed 
to improve the industrial, social, 
moral and educational well being of 
the state.
4. A well developed and most val­
uable service in the improvement of 
agricultural conditions and the bet­
terment of rural life.
NEEDS MUST BE MET
“ Finally to fail to meet present 
needs will mean placing our splendid 
state and partciularly its young peo­
ple under a severe handicap at a time 
when education is of vital importance 
and when every other state and nation 
is straining its resources in order to 
greatly extend and strengthen educa­
tional facilities, particularly those re­
lating to higher education. 
MANCHESTER UNION QUOTED
The general feeling on the part of 
the public having a definite knowl­
edge of the situation, is so aptly given 
in the editorial columns of the Man­
chester Union of April 23, 1920, that 
“ The New Hampshire” takes the lib 
erty of quoting this, in part, as be­
ing an unbiased .statement of the 
leading newspaper of the state:
“ Like all other colleges, whether 
state or privately endowed institu­
tion, New Hampshire College is 
caught in the jaws of the price 
monster. Having nothing to sell, the 
prices of which can be passed on to 
the consumer, it cannot make ends 
meet. Having no large and wealthy 
constituency, and being moreover, a 
distinctly state college, it must turn 
to the state for aid. It being an ex­
ceedingly valuable asset to the state, 
an important element in the state’s 
educational system, a direct contrib­
utor to the prosperity of the state, 
New Hampshire will do its very ut­
most to supply its needs.
“ When every land grant college in 
the country is appealing to its state 
for emergency funds, Minnesota serv­
ing notice that it intends to keep its 
doors open so long as its money holds 
out and then close them, and when 
every important privately endowed 
college, with the noteworthy excep­
tion of Dartmouth, is carrying on a 
money-raising campaign, and when 
all these institutions are experiencing 
what most of us are experiencing in 
our own household economy, no spec­
ial argument in favor of New Hamp­
shire College is necessary.
“ On the other hand, perhaps it may 
be well to remind ourselves that this 
is specifically our business, the busi­
ness of all the people of New Hamp- 
hire. The college at Durham is our 
State college. It exists because of our 
act. It depends upon us for a great 
part of its support and must continue 
to do so. It has no large body of 
alumni to aid materially in carrying 
its burden, and one of its chief rea­
sons for existence being the advan­
tage it offers to young men and 
women who intend to live on our 
farms and help do the only moderate­
ly lucrative work in our cities and 
towns, there is slight prospect of the 
large support from alumni sources 
which is such an important factor in 
the problem of privately endowed col­
leges. In innumerable ways the 
State College exerts an influence on 
the entire state and it is the business 
and must always be the business of 
the whole state to maintain it.
One more word. New Hampshire 
State College is at a point where 
there ought to be no unnecessary re- 
trenchm'ent. It is growing rapidly 
and is headed straight for a high level 
of both enrollment and usefulness, 
where equilibrium being established, 
it will enter upon a new phase of its 
development. One doesn’t like to 
contemplate the possibility of stunted 
growth that lie in the failure of ample 
support at a time like this. Of course, 
we are not so optimistic as to enter­
tain the idea that all we should like to 
do for the college now can be done, 
but it does seem to us that our pro­
vision for the college ought to be as 
liberal as it possibly can be, and 
ought to be based upon calculations of 
growth rather than upon those of bare 
maintenance.”
STANDARDS IMPROVE
The standard of work has been con­
stantly improved so that our college 
now stands in the fore rank with 
state institutions of its kind.
The college offers courses not only 
in agriculture, home economics and 
engineering but in arts and sciences 
as well. The state is making increas­
ing demands upon the college for its 
high school teachers and it is for this 
field that the arts and science stu­
dents are especially trained. The state 
college is the only institution in the 
state in which the girls of the state 
can receive this training. Further­
more, it is the one college that offers 
opportunities to the boys of limited 
means. Ninety per cent, of the young 
men and professional people. The 
they earned at least a part of their 
expenses and sixty per cent, of the 
young women do the same.
This year with the regitsration of 
849 students, 157 different towns in 
New Hampshire are represented. 
Most of the students are sons or 
daughters of farmers, small trades­
men, laborers, railroad men, sales­
men and professional people. The 
great majority come from homes of 
limited means and many give their 
reasons for entering New Hampshire 
College as “ the reasonable cost of at­
tendance and democratic atmos­
phere.”
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CRIBBING.
College editors from the time that 
colleges were first established have 
condemned cribbing, but as often as it 
is condemned it rises again—the never 
entirely absent evil. At present in 
this college cribbing is taking a very 
prominent part in some students’ 
lives. There is no doubt but that it 
should be stopped.
“ The New Hampshire” takes this 
opportunity to condemn all practices 
of cribbing, believing that the ma­
jority of members of the student body 
believe in a policy of honesty, and 
hoping that steps will be taken to so­
cially ostracise those guilty of cheat­
ing in every form.
There are men in college taking 
examinations in courses and passing 
them when if they were placed in a 
room where cribbing was impossible, 
they would discover that they could 
not do more than define the subject 
about which they have been studying 
for a term. Professors are not po­
licemen, but they should at least pro­
tect the interests of those who are 
playing the game on the square.
Maine has refused to play New 
Hampshire in football in 1921 without 
offering any excuse. We cannot but 
recall that score of 47 to 7.
Vocal exercises have been installed 
at Smith Hall. That of announcing 
to some one on the third floor that 
she has a telephone call. No credit 
is given in the music department for 
these exercises and they are open to 
all.
We predict that the poor fresh 
men will get “ Left” in their English 
finals.
The fourth dimension, college minus 
finals.
The time for New Year’s resolu­
tions is when your report card ar­
rives.
THE SUPPORT OF A FEE.
The recent vote of the student body 
which authorized the college to col­
lect a fee at the beginning of each 
college year equal to the subscrip­
tion price to “ The New Hampshire” 
and said fee to be given to “ The New 
Hampshire” will put the college paper 
in the soundest financial condition 
that it has been in in many years. 
The policy of “ The New Hampshire” 
has been to print all the news and to 
serve all the students and there is no 
doubt but that the unanimous vote 
given the motion was a great endorse­
ment of the policy of the paper.
With no capital to do business with 
it has been necessary to increase 
subscription prices and advertising 
rates each year to meet the increas­
ing cost of printing and of paper. 
Coupled with the naturally increased 
price has been the marvelous growth 
of the college in the last few years 
which has forced an increase in the 
size of the paper.
These changes coming as they did 
during the war period when every­
thing was in a state of chaos in col­
lege greatly endangered the financial 
status of “ The New Hampshire.” A 
debt accumulated when the rapid 
changes in the staff made accurate 
records almost impossible and with 
this debt have come the increased 
duties of the staff, the increased size 
of the paper, and the resulting un­
stable financial condition.
The vote of the students, which 
makes it possible for the business de­
partment to determine accurately the 
income for a given year, does two 
things. It automatically prevents 
the accumulation of a debt and it 
makes it possible for the editorial 
staff to use more freely cuts of ath­
letic teams and student activities. In 
a word a better paper is possible and 
greater satisfaction among the stu­
dents and alumni is inevitable.
COMMUNICATION.
November 29, 1920. 
To the Students of New Hampshire 
State College:
Mr. William M. Harris, who has
been in charge of the College Roll 
Call, has brought to my attention 
that over eight thousand students in 
the New England Colleges have be­
come members in the American Red 
Cross for 1921. This is a splendid 
showing and a very generous re­
sponse. As Manager ox the New 
England Division, I desire to express 
my appreciation to the students of 
your College.
We are counting on your member­
ships, not only for the coming year 
but in years to come, knowing that as 
members you will always be potential 
factors for service wherever the Red 
Cross is needed.
Cordially yours,
Arthur G. Rotch 
Division Manager.
LACK FUNDS FOR 
STUDENT AID
Y. W. C. A. To Aid In 
European Relief Project
TALE OF ALASKA 
T0LDBY MINE
Explorer gives fine Talk on 
Scenic Wonders of North
PERSONAL EXPERIENCES
Story of Travels Contains Many 
Thrilling Chapters—Lyceum Course
• Offers Great Opportunity to 
Patrons
An exceptional opportunity was 
afforded the patrons of the Lyceum 
Course last Friday to spend an even­
ing in Alaska, the “ Land of the Mid­
night Sun.” Mr. Edgar C. Raine, 
who knows more of Alaska than any 
other man in the world, transported 
his audience in the space of a few 
seconds to Seattle, and thence on a 
marvelously interesting, beautiful, 
and instructive trip of 32,000 miles 
through the frontier wonderland of 
the world. Mr. Raine had a large 
company of enthusiastic travelers to 
take with him on this journey but he 
proved to be an extremely competent 
guide as well as a very congenial 
traveling companion. As he pro­
ceeded with his audience through the 
scenic wonders of Alaska’s inland 
waterways, he allowed none of its 
beauty and grandeur to escape their 
notice, and made each majestic snow­
capped mountain and awe-inspiring 
glacier seem even more impressive by 
relating his own personal experiences 
in that vicinity 
COUNTRY PICTURED
After an all-too-short trip from 
Seattle to Juno by steamship, Mr. 
Raine’s dog-team appeared and soon 
his audience was in the fascinating 
land of the Eskimos, and even enjoyed 
a detour into Siberia and back by way 
of the Aleutian Islands. Herds of 
reindeer, caribou, seals and walruses; 
wild flowers, vegetables ,and straw­
berries growing a few miles below 
the Arctic circle; copper-mining at 
Cordova; gold-mining at Juno; whal­
ing at Point Barrow; Dawson by the 
light of aurora borealis; and the In­
dian Totem Poles with their legends 
were only a few of the many fasci­
nating sights which passed before the 
wondering eyes of Mr Raine’s audi­
ence.
Absorbing stories of the thrilling 
experiences of Mr. Raine during his 
travels in the Northland, and many 
stops at various quaint and interest­
ing towns and villages in Alaska and 
Siberia prevented the rather lengthy 
journey from being at all tedious and 
the return to Seattle and thence to 
the gymnasium at Durham was ac­
complished only too rapidly.
Perhaps it might be well to add— 
for fear that some one might doubt 
the veractiy of the preceding state­
ments—that this remarkable trip was 
accomplished, not by airship or some 
other modern contrivance for speed, 
but by means of an illustrated lecture 
given by Mr. Raine, which trans­
ported the audience to Alaska ment­
ally, not physically—for thought, it 
is said, is swifter than the eagle’s 
flight.
SARKISSIAN TALKS TO
MEMBERS OF FRENCH CLUB.
Despite the close proximity of exam 
week, it was a large attendance 
which heard Kegarn Sarkissian, ’21, 
speak at Cercle Francais, Thursday 
evening, December 9. Mr. Sarkissian 
told in his own inimitable manner and 
in excellent French, some of his per­
sonal experiences before coming to 
this country, and of education in Ar­
menia.
The meeting began promptly at 
half past seven. At once the com­
pany was divided into two parts, one 
to play the game of Lingo, under the 
leadership of Alice Saxton, ’23, the 
other to play “ Les Ides,” as explained 
by the president, Irene Bourdon.
Some time later, the two groups 
merged into one, the conversation 
stopped, and as Miss Bourdon intro­
duced Mr. Sarkissian, every one set­
tled down to the attention which one 
of his ever popular talks inspires.
A. MAUD TAGGART SPEAKS
TO SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS.
Miss A. Maud Taggart, social work­
er and private secretary for Mrs. Wil­
liam Schofield, spoke to the class in 
Sociology, 7a, Monday, December 6. 
Mis Taggart’s subject was “ Surveys.” 
She told in a very interesting manner 
of some surveys which she had made. 
She used the recent survey of Dover 
as an example of the work.
Miss Taggart came to Durham to 
hold conferences with students in the 
advanced courses in Sociology. She 
also gave a lecture on the significance 
of dress to some of the women stu­
dents at the Commons Sunday even­
ing. Dean A. N. French was instru­
mental in getting Miss Taggart to 
come to Durham.
HOOVER HEADS ASSOCIATION
Conditions Are Continually Growing 
Worse Across The Sea—Lack of 
Necessities Makes Life 
Miserable.
The branch of the Y. W. C. A. at 
New Hampshire college will control a 
drive immediately following the 
Christmas recess, to secure funds for 
the relief of the European students 
who are striving to continue their col­
lege work when on the verge of star­
vation. The drive will be carried on 
by various members of the Y. W. C. 
A., superintended by Dorothy Chase, 
’21, president of the lassociation.
The extreme poverty and suffering 
of students and faculties in the Cen­
tral and Eastern European universi­
ties has been brought to the attention 
of the students of America through 
the work of the International Com­
mittee of the Y. M. C. A., and the 
American Relief Association which 
urge that further endeavor to meet 
the needs of fellow students be under­
taken at the earliest possible moment.
The American Relief Association, 
under the direction of Herbert Hoo­
ver, is planning extensive relief work 
for the students of Europe and is very 
anxious to have the facts concerning 
the condition of these workers reach 
the students of America. Other 
student movements, among them the 
British, Australian, South African 
and Dutch, have already undertaken 
relief work for these students of 
Europe and have sent large quantities 
of food and clothing. What and 
where is America’s movement?
DISTRESS TERRIBLE
“ There are no words which can pos­
sibly describe the distressing condi­
tions under which men and women are 
studying in Europe today. The es­
sentials of living are lacking. Stu­
dents are trying to live on two meals 
a day, one of which consists of black 
bread and very thin soup. They are 
coming home at night to study in a 
room without heat, and with no light­
ing facilities except a candle. They 
are trying to keep warm through the 
long winter months with their cloth­
ing in rags. Many of the men are 
wearing their old army field uniforms, 
now badly worn after several years 
of service. Others wear thin over­
coats, buttoned up tight to the neck 
to conceal the absence of shirt or un­
derwear. The condition of the wo­
men students is even worse.
LACK CLOTHING AND FOOD
“ Many are clad in little more than 
rags which have become filthy and 
oft-times verminous, for soap and a 
bath are luxuries which students can­
not afford. In Vienna very few of 
the students have had a daily break­
fast since 1917. Many have had only 
a crust of bread, and others took their 
first meal at noon. The majority of 
them have not tasted butter or cho­
colate for four years. Two authentic 
cases are known of two students who 
had gone to bed from hunger and ex­
haustion, only to be found dead some 
days later. One cannot forget the 
pitiable plight of the girl student with 
open sores on her hands, who when 
asked if she had received medical 
treatment, admitted that she would 
have to choose between that and a 
meal, and that gnawing hunger had 
compelled her to choose a meal.” 
STUDENTS ARE DIEING
Professor Durig of Vienna, recent­
ly reported as follows: “ Physically 
our youths are at the end of their 
strength. There is nothing more to 
be taken from the body, here and there 
the living are already crumbling 
away, this or that diligent student 
no longer appears at the college, he 
is ill or in the hospital, he must re- 
llinquish his studies—he is dead. La­
boratories, lecture rooms were un­
heated throughout the winter. In 
some hostels men have to sleep on 
boards, eighteen in a room. A suit 
of clothes costs more than a student 
can earn in six months by seven hours’ 
clerical work a day, outside hours of 
study. The common necessities of 
life such as soap and cotton are lux­
uries.”
There are over one hundred thous­
and students, both men and women, 
also professors, who in the whole up­
set of economic equilibrium are suf­
fering greatly, and unless they can ob­
tain adequate food, fuel, clothing, 
housing facilities, and every possible 
means for worthy students to contin­
ue their studies in as favorable an at­
mosphere as possible, a decadence will 
be seen in the intellectual fiber of 
Europe by the 'failure in attendance 
at many European universities. 
UNEMPLOYMENT ONE CAUSE
Many people have asked why stu­
dents do not work. The great maj­
ority of them do work while they 
study. But one must realize that 
there is an enormous amount of unem­
ployment in Europe at present, and 
it is impossible for the students to 
support themselves completely. It 
would be equally difficult for them to 
get work if they ceased studying en­
tirely, both because of the unemploy­
ment and because of the hostile, well- 
organized labor unions.
If funds were available, carefully 
worked out plans for self-supporting 
domitories and dining-rooms could be 
established to be run by the university 
students, both men and women, if 
there were money on hand for the in­
itial expense. Successful trial of
such schemes, under the direction of 
the Friends’ Society, has proved their 
tremendous value in giving students 
an opportunity for work with fair re­
turn and in preventing pauperization. 
Lack of funds, however, now makes 
their continuance impossible.
MASS. AGGIES SEND 
ANOTHER CHALLENGE
Wants to Meet New Hampshire in 
Debate—Agricultural Club is to 
Organize Team—All Students 
Urged to Try Out.
The probability of another rivalry 
between New Hampshire and Mass. 
Aggies arises from the challenge re­
ceived recently from the newly form­
ed debating society at Amherst. After 
New Hampshire’s great victory in 
football it does not appear likely that 
this challenge will remain unanswer­
ed.
Debating has been a dead letter at 
Aggie for a number of years, but this 
year a determined effort has been 
made to revive it. A society has been 
formed to further the enterprise, and 
it was this organization that sent the 
challenge to New Hampshire. Since 
there is no debating society here the 
letter was referred to the Agricultural 
Club. A committee was at once ap­
pointed to investigate the advisability 
of accepting the challenge and to make 
whatever arrangements were neces­
sary.
The project is not an easy one. In 
the first place there are few men in 
college who have had experience in 
this line. Thorough training and 
coaching are just as necessary as with 
an athletic team. Moreover, train­
ing means long hours of study, of 
poring over reference books, of tedi­
ous work. But it is not the New 
Hampshire spirit to give up because 
the task is hard. Already a number 
of men from the Agricultural Club 
have signified their intention of try­
ing out. Still the task is a large one. 
More men are needed. A large field 
of candidates from which to pick a 
team is imperative. The challenge is 
not to the Agricultural Club but to the 
whole college. Whether or not we 
have a debating team depends upon 
how many are willing to come out and 
show some enthusiasm.
LIBRARY EXTENSION SERVICE.
Educational extension service in 
the colleges is a comparatively re­
cent development. Formerly the col­
leges required all their students to be 
in residence. Now they are going 
out to reach the students. Colleges 
have been established which do their 
entire teaching by correspondence. 
Other large and well-known institu­
tions have a correspondence depart­
ment. And the state colleges and 
universities are sending their in­
structional facilities to all corners of 
the state.
In a similar way library service has 
developed although more slowly. The 
older libraries were dark and forbid­
ding, opened their doors but few 
hours and prided themselves on their 
ability to keep their books safe and 
sound within the walls of the institu­
tion.
The modern library advertises its 
wares throughout the community, 
keeps long hours of opening and 
prides itself on the amount of service 
the books can render. The public li­
brary of today frequently goes out­
side the walls of its own community 
and serves the countryside and the 
neighboring towns. In some of the 
larger states, notably California, 
county libraries serve both town and 
country. In many other states, the 
state library, state library commis­
sion or state college library are ren­
dering library sevice to all pats of 
the state.
Here in the east where communities 
are close together and libraries are 
numerous it has become the province 
of the state libraries or state college 
libraries of some of the states, to 
loan book collections or needed books 
to the smaller public libraries, to 
send out package, libraries, and es­
pecially to serve the rural population 
and make the farmer more efficient. 
This is being well done in Massachu­
setts where the Massachusetts Agri­
cultural College sends out package 
libraries to all parts of the state. 
These are sent to the local library 
nearest the borrower and then 
charged to him from, that center. 
Here in New Hampshire a few books 
have been sent out by the state col­
lege library to other parts of the 
state and we shall be glad to serve 
others in that way as far as our re­
sources will allow and especially the 
rural population.
In the west, the state college of 
Washington library makes it a point 
to help the smaller high schools of 
the state and has accumulated a large 
collection of package libraries espec­
ially on debating subjects which it 
loans out. Perhaps there is an op­
portunity for service in that way for 
New Hampshire College library.
And so library extension service is 
carried through the sending of books, 
magazines, pamphlets, package li­
braries and information by mail and 
express. Travelling libraries are sent 
out to be kept and cared for in a con­
venient corner store, dwelling or 
school house and thence circulated to 
the people. And in a few places 
book-wagons or automobiles make 
their rounds taking small libraries di­
rectly to the homes of the people.
EXTENSION DEPT. NEWS.
Miss Mary M. McIntyre has been 
appointed Home Demonstration Agent 
in Rockingham county. Miss McIn­
tyre was formerly assistant in Essex 
county, Massachusetts.
Dr. Ormond Butler addressed a 
community meeting in Epsom, De­
cember 10.
Miss A. M. Steckly has resigned 
her position as Home Demonstration 
Agent in Merrimack county.
Plans are now being made for the 
annual conference of extension work­
ers heue the week of January 10. The 
annual meeting of the State Feder­
ation of Farm Bureaus will be held 
at the same time.
Perley I. Fitts spoke at Sanbornton 
Bay, December 8 on “ The Winter 
Feed and Care of Poultry.”
NEW BASKETBALL 
LEAGUE TO START
Intramural Series to Offer Attraction 
—Stars to Be Seen in Action— 
Replaces Interclass Series
As a sequel to last year’s intra­
mural basketball series, the “ Pettee 
Block All-Stars have arranged the 
following schedule:
Jan. 7 Tin Palace.
Jan. 10 Ballard Hall,
Jan. 13 Phi Mu Delta.
Jan. 17 Fairchild Hall.
Jan., 24 Theta Chi.
Jan. 28 Sigma Alpha Epsilon. 
Feb. 4 Barracks “ A.”
Feb. 7 Barracks “ B,”
Feb. 11 Kappa Sigma.
Feb. 14 Alpha Tau Omega.
Feb. 18 Lambda Chi Alpha.
Feb. 23 Alpha Tau Alpha.
This schedule will replace the inter­
class series which is now being 
played, and will give the students of 
the college an ideal opportunity tr 
witness some first class basket ball. 
At the close of the season a game 
will be played with the pick of all the 
teams listed above.
The Pettee Block aggregation is 
composed of men who, due to the 
pressure of their studies or business 
activities are unable to play varsity 
ball. Michael E. Hayes and Henry 
P. Callahan have been elected cap­
tain and manager respectively.
Those who attended last year’s 
intra-murals know the brand of ball 
that “ Pettee’s Boys” can put up, and 
can vouch for the schedule being both 
interesting and instructive.
Randy: “Where’s Newt disappeared 
to ?
Charlie: He’s up to the infirmary. 
Randy: Oh yes! He tried eating at 
the Commons this week too!
COLLEGE FOLK CLUB HAS 
ATTRACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT.
The atmosphere of Christmas in­
vaded Smith Hall last Thursday when 
there appeared in the living-room a 
miniature Christmas tree, beautifully 
decorated, Other indications of the 
approaching holidays were manifest 
around the room which was decorated 
with pine boughs, evergreen, and 
Christmas bells. The occasion for all 
this rather mystified and interested 
Smith Hall girls who happened to 
glance into the living-room on Thurs­
day morning and see its festive ap­
pearance. The mystery was solved, 
however, when it was discovered that 
the decorations were for a meeting of 
the College Folk Club which was held 
at Smith Hall on Thursday afternoon. 
A very pleasing program had also 
been arranged for the meeting and 
was greatly enjoyed by the large at­
tendance. The program included a 
duet, “ Silent Night,” by Miss Clara 
Leining and Miss Hulda Ekdahl, a 
solo by Mr. Lamont, and a Christmas 
story told in the firelight by Mrs, 
Donald C. Babcock. Refreshments 
of coffee and cake were served by the 
committee in charge of the meeting, 
which consisted of Mrs. Melvin Smith, 
chairman, and Mrs. Charles James, 
Mrs. J, R. Hepler, Mrs. Paul 
Schramm, Mrs. O. R. Butler, Mrs. 





The regular meeting of the Home 
Economics club was held in the Home 
Economics room Dec. 9 at 4 o’clock. 
Miss Irma Bowen demonstrated the 
method of shaded dyeing, which 
proved very interesting to those pres­
ent. Miss Bowen is making up her 
order for the materials which the 
girls will need in the basketry and it 
is hoped that all the home economics 
girls will take advantage of the op­
portunity. The order is to be sent 
this week. Not much can be done 
in the remainder of the term but after 
the vacation the class can be started 
successfully.
At a previous meeting the girls de­
cided to sell candy at the basketball 
games next term.
“TIN PALACE” MEN HAVE 
ENTERTAINMENT AND SMOKER.
On Thursday night of last week 
the men living at the “ Tin Palace” 
held their first smoker of the sea­
son. Nearly all the members of the 
house were present and a fine even­
ing of good fellowship was enjoyed
Light refreshments were served 
during the evening, consisting of 
sandwiches, cookies, and fruit punch. 
Impromptu speeches were made by 
the different ones present and the 
evening was concluded by the initi­
ation of two candidates into the se­
crets of the order of the “ Tin Pal­
ace.”
Much credit is due Herbert F. 
Barnes, proctor of the house, for the 




Music Department Gives Entertain­
ment to Relatives and Friends of 
Youthful Pupils—Is of Ser­
vice to Both Town and 
College
On Wednesday afternoon, Decem­
ber 1, a group of children gave a 
Practice Recital of piano music before 
a number of friends and relatives in 
the College Music Room, Nesmith 
Hall. There was playing of scales, 
in parallel and contrary motion, and 
arpeggioing on the Dominant Seventh 
Chord as preliminary work to the 
playing of solos and duets.
Some of these solos were played from 
memory by the children in such a 
manner as to convince all that music 
is, indeed, to them an intelligible and 
significant language.
One boy, after playing his arpeggio 
exercise on the Dominant Seventh 
Chord, very carefully concluded by 
adding a Tonic Chord—thus finishing 
the musical thought in a way that 
caused the audience to appreciate the 
fact that this seventh chord is most 
naturally followed by the Tonic, in 
order to attain a “point of rest.” 
Several pupils sang while playing 
their own accompaniments,—a truly 
remarkable feat for such youthful 
“artists.” As the closing number of 
the program, one of the boys played a 
song for the other children to sing, as 
they gathered about him at the piano.
After serving light refreshments, 
Mrs. Mabel M. Redman responded to 
the unanimous request by playing 
“ The Witches’ Dance,” by Grieg, who 
“believed in witches and goblins and 
gnomes and fairies,” during the play­
ing of which the children indicated the 
arrival of the witches by a show of 
hands, so prompt and spontaneous that 
their close attention and kejen enjoy­
ment were very manifest. The number 
was followed by a Chopin Waltz, 
which brought a very enjoyable pro­
gram to a fitting close.
A program of this nature is to take 
place once a term and should stimulate 
interest in the splindid work that 
Mrs. Redman is accomplishing with 





1 Two Duets, Beyers 
Brook Song,
Bobby Macfarlane
2 Study, Streabog 
Song: Jack Frost,
Blanche Page












7 Air from Paginini,
George Watson









Mrs. Ida S. Harrington, Home Dem­
onstration Leader for the state of 
Rhode Island, spoke to a combined 
meeting of the Home Economics stu­
dents of the college and the members 
of the Faculty Folk Club, Thursday 
evening, December 7. Her theme 
was contentment versus happiness 
and the worthwhileness of one’s life 
occupation.
Mrs. Harrington spoke in a very 
interesting, half humorous, informal 
way that was exceedingly fascinating. 
Mrs. Harrington questioned the ex­
istence of contentment. “ Life is one 
grand longing for what someone else 
has.” Though there is no such thing 
as contentment; happiness may be 
gained by attaining complete knowl­
edge of one’s work.
Mrs. Harrington cited a compari­
son between two girls present at a 
food exhibit. One was the eight-year 
old winner of the bread contest and 
she expressed herself by stating that 
in making the loaf she had covered 
herself with flour and “ it was stacks 
of fun.” The other was a girl of 
about fifteen, who, when questioned, 
admitted that she had never made a 
loaf of bread because her mother had 
always said that she was not to work 
as hard as her mother had. Mrs. 
Harrington pointed out the four pos­
sible stages in the progress that such 
a bride as the girl just mentioned 
might make. First the stage of nov­
elty; this would be very enjoyable. 
Bu1: one morning the bride would 
wake up to find that the whole thing 
was a terrible monotony. The stage 
of monotony would drift into the 
stage of drudgery unless the victim 
rose to the plane of knowledge. The 
value in training homemakers is that 
it produces not only better homes 
but that it lifts the mind of the 
housewife from the drudgery of her 
tasks (since the best way of doing 
things has become a habit) and she 
can delve into the aesthetic values of 
life and gain much for herself and 
her home of the beauty and truth of 
living.
In Economics 1-A 
Prof.: And a certain percentage of 
copper is added in making the Gold 
Dollar. Why is this ?
Stude: To make the pennies.
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Separators Save in 
7 Ways
QUANTITY of cream that
no other sep­
arator will recover completely, 
particularly under the harder 
conditions of every day use.
QUALITY of cream as evi­
denced by De 
Laval butter always scoring 
highest in every important con­
test.
T iA R O R  in every way over 
any gravity sys­
tem, and also over any other 
separator, by turning easier, 
being simpler, easier to clean 
and requiring no adjustment.
TIME by hours over any 
gravity system, and 
as well over any other separat­
or by reason of greater capaci­
ty and the same reasons that 
save labor.
COST since while a De Laval 
Cream Separator may 
cost a little more than a poor ■ 
one to begin with, it will last 
from ten to twenty years, 
while other separators wear 
out and require to be replaced 
in from one to five years.
PROFIT in more and bet­
ter cream, with less 
labor and effort, every time 
milk is put in the machine, 
twice a day, or 730 times a 




small consideration, and can 
only come from knowing you 
have the best separator, and 
being sure you are at all times 
accomplishing the best results.
Easy To Prove These Sayings
These are all facts every De Laval local agent is glad of the oppor­
tunity to prove to any prospective buyer. If you don't know the 
nearest De Laval agency write the nearest De Laval office, as below.
The De Laval Separator Co.
165 Broadway, New York 29 E. Madison Street, Chicago 
50,000 Branches and Local Agencies the World Over
ALUMNI NOTES
That New Hampshire spirit runs 
high may well be shown by the follow­
ing. A graduate active in soliciting 
pledges approached an old aiumnus. 
The latter had just received his pay 
envelope. He listened attentively to 
the facts regarding New Hampshire’s 
drive, then calmly said, “ This here 
(pointing to the envelope which he 
held in his hand) is my pay for the 
week. Thirty dollars it is. I’ve 
just a few more dollars left from last 
week’s pay. I’ll tell you what I’ll do. 
I ’ll give you twenty-lfive dollars now 
and I guess I can manage to get along 
somehow until next week. I went to 
New Hampshire for four years and 
God Bless Her. I’ve learned to ap­
preciate her gift to me. I’ve had 
some bad fortune lately but take this 
twenty dollars and may others do as 







426 Central Avenue. Dover, N. H.
BERNARD J. GRATTAN
Custom Tailor. Cleaning, Press­
ing and Repairing. Official Merchant 
for the International Tailoring Co.
458 Central Ave., Dover, N. H.
THE AMERICAN
SHOE REPAIR SHOP
Goodyear Welt System. We Sell New 
Shoes
GEO. CH. MARKOS




For Men and Women. Prices,
$3.60 to $12.00 
See BANNON, Pettee Block
Printers of
The New Hampshire 
The Profile
The Stratford County Farm Bu­
reau News 
The Alton Herald 
And other publications. Book and 
publication work a specialty
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Deposits Placed on Interest Monthly 
------- At 4 per cent, per Annum -------
DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
After being stopped in the middle 
of the dance floor and asked to pledge 
her bit, Lucie Jones ’20 in her charac­
teristic genial manner said, “ Well I 
suppose I might as well pledge my 
bit, right now, or be pestered to death 
for the rest of my born days. No 
but no kiddin’, we’ve got to (1920 
class) get right behind this thing and 
put it across.” (Sounds like Lucy— 
pardon me I should have spelled that 
“ LUCIE” ) Well anyway Lucie did 
her bit.
“Jim” Carr, ’20, another of the 
“King’s” disciples, couldn’t be at a N. 
H. Club meeting but h'e sent his 
pledge along just the same.
‘■Rus” Hilliard, ’20, recently had & 
member while riding from Exeter to 
Haverhill, “ Rus” filled out a pledge 
slip for $40 and said he wished that 
he could double that amount but that 
like most college men he hadn’t gone 
through college “on a smile,”
“Wes” Watson, ’20, was another of 
the $50 pledges. “ Wes” in his brief 
note, sent along with his pledge, simply 
said, “ Enclosed you will find my 
pledge,” but reading between the few 
personal lines that followed we saw 
the deep rooted love and admiration 
which he holds for his Alma Mater.
Eva Edgerly, ’20, refused to be out­
done by any member of her class and 
pledged her share.
“ Priscilla” Norris writing from 
Hotel Wendell, Pittsfield, Mass., en­
closed her pledge for $40 saying, “ I 
certainly hope that 1920 will come 
out on top with 100 per cent, quota, 
so please accept my small share to 
help boost it. If at any time I feel 
I can increase the amount, I certain­
ly shall. I am enjoying my work here 
at the hotel running the cafeteria (or 
trying to!) Max McConaehie and 
Chet Scammon are here at the Gener­
al Electric works for three months.”
Ruth C. McQuesten, ’20, recently 
sent in her pledge and with it a brief 
note saying that she hoped that 1920 
would come through with flying colors.
H. B. Catlin, ’12, is situated in South 
Africa. In a recent communication 
from his brother, it was learned that 
Catlin’s address is: Adams’ Mission, 
Durban, Natal, S. Africa.
Judith Jenness, ’20, was another 
“ dance floor-victim” and her pledge of 
$40 was the result. She says, “ Think 
how appropriate a Memorial Field 
will be. It will be a memory to the 
men who gave their lives in the time 
of this country’s greatest need and at 
the same time will be a recognition 
and fulfillment of a present need.
It cost “ Dutcher” Davis, ’20, just 
$50 to ride up from the Worcester 
station to the Holy Cross football field. 
“ Dutcher” didn’t care though. $50 
for his Alma Mater was well spent. 
“ Can’t beat old New Hampshire,” he 
says.
Frank C. Foster was married re­
cently to Miss Gertrude Louise Hahl- 
beck at Winthrop, Mass. Upon 
graduating from New Hampshire, 
Mr. Foster accepted a position with 
the New England Telephone and Tele­
graph Company of Boston. During 
the war he received his training at 
Fortress Monroe, Va., and served 
overseas in the 10th. anti-aii' ’.raft bat­
tery of the coast artillery.
Herbert A. Rosh, 2-yr.’17, is County 
Agent for Norfolk County, Mass. 
Mr. Rosh is associated with the co­
operative extention work in Agricul­
ture and Home Economics conducted 
by the State of Massachusetts.
“ Phil” Gowen, ’12, recently doubled 
his subscription to the Memorial Field 
Fund. Phil says, “ I think every 
alumnus who has , pledged anything 
should double his pledge NOW. We 
have one half the amount needed for 
the field already pledged and if every­
one should double his amount we’d 
soon have the amount we need raised. 
Every alumnus knows how badly New 
Hampshire needs that Field and if 
everyone will get behind the drive and 
push we’d soon go over the top.” 
Phil’s address is Easton, Maryland.
A. L. Sullivan, ’02, is now State Food 
and Drug Commissioner of Maryland. 
His address is Baltimore, Md.
Clyde Morrill, ’20, responding to a 
“ touch” the day of the Colby game 
signed a pledge for $40. When ap­
proached and asked to do his Clyde 
said, “ You bet your life I’ll pledge $40. 
Every member of ’20 class ought to 
feel bound to do that much.
The presence of Frank Emerson, ’75, 
at the N. H. club of Boston meetings 
does considerable to stimulate loyalty 
to New Hampshire. Always interes­
ted, never lacking in enthusiam Mr. 
Emerson sets a fine example to the 
later and more youthful graduates.
Garce Wallace, ’20, in pledging her 
bit to the 1920 quota says, “ There is 
no class that can realize, as well as 
1920, the real need of Memorial Field.
“ Dot” Rice ’20 recently met a mem­
ber of the Fund Committee on the 
train. The result was a pledge for 
her share and hearty wishes for suc­
cess of the whole project.
Frank Paterson, Giles Martin, 
“ Don” Melville, and Chris. O’Leary, 
all of last year’s class, were the first 
to subscribe to the ’20 quota of the 
memorial field fund. They pledged 
their “bit” at a recent meeting of the 
N. H. Club in Boston. All are enthu­
siastic over the “pep” shown by the 
members at these various meetings 
and with the results thus far obtain­
ed.
Mary Cressey, ’19, is employed as 
an accountant by the Dewey and Almy 
Chemical Company.
Helen Murphy, ’20, signed a pledge 
for her share after the game with 
Colby. Helen is at present doing re­
search work for the Merrimac Chemi­
cal Co., in Woburn, Mass.
Dorothy Hanson, ’19, is teaching in 
the Franklin high school.
Mary Chestley, ’08, who has been 
teaching at Brewster Academy, has 
resigned her position and is about to 
go to Florida with her parents to 
spend the winter.
James Tucker, ’09, is Executive Sec­
retary of the New Hampshire branch 
of the American Relief for European 
children, of which Hen. Huntley N. 
Spaulding is chairman. Mr. Tucker 
is in charge of the New Hampshire 
branch office which is located in Man­
chester.
Wesley Watson, ’20, is in the en­
gineering department of the New 
England Telephone and Telegraph 
department., He says it won’t be long 
before one can see the person they 
are talking to over the telephone. 
He says he hates to think of condi­
tions in Durham when that comes 
about.
Perley Fitts, ’20, who is an inspec­
tor in poultry here at New Hamp­
shire, maintains that Merk has got 
the “right dope” and that the col­
lege has lost over a thousand dollars 
this season because it was unable, 
through a lack of a proper field, to 
?et rid of these “ free game” seekers. 
(And he enclosed a pledge for the 
sum of fifty dollars.
“ Pa” Gale says he sees ‘ ‘Slats” 
Foster once in a while. Says “ Slats” 
is married and his friends will be 
glad to know this bit of news.
Miss Ethel Kelleher, ’19, said she 
saw Leon Brown, ’16, at a B. C. game 
this fall. That’s all the information 
she would impart.
Ralph Sanborn, ’13, who is director 
of athletics at the Augusta, Me. Y. M. 
C. A., attended a recent meeting of 
basketball coaches and a demonstra­
tion of the game at Hemenway gym­
nasium, Cambridge.
Harold P. Felker, ’20, who was 
captain of last year’s track team, sent 
in a pledge for fifty “ sheets” and 
said, “ Not only does New Hampshire 
need a new football field but she also 
is in need of a new track. The Me­
morial Field, I understand, will have 
both of these.”
“ Count” Towle, ’12, is an executive 
in the Boy Scouts of America. His 
office is at 453 Washington Street, 
Boston, Room 1107. He wants the 
boys to come and see him when they 
are in town.
“ Trolly” Stark, ’11, is with the 
Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Co. 
of Boston.
“Doc” Bell, ’20, gave us a forty 
dollar pledge and said, “ I’ve been in 
Durham enough this fall to note how 
badly we are in need of a new field. 
It can’t come any too soon.”
E. H. Forrestall, ’97, of Springfield 
was one of the enthusiastic alumni 
at the recent Boston Alumni Club 
meeting. Mr. Forrestall hopes to see 
before long a live Springfield alumni 
group. About thirty-five alumni re­
side in that district.
Sam Stearns, ’20, recently sent a 
pledge of $120 to the treasurer of the 
New Hampshire Memorial Field 
Fund. Sam feels that since he is 
earning his way, he can give the 
equivalent of two term’s tuition in 
the interest of the college at which 
he received four years’ training with­
out having had to pay any tuition.
Helen Weston, ’17, is teaching in 
West Paris, Maine.
Merk Haseltine, ’20, in sending in 
his pledge for fifty dollars, said: “ At 
that Colby game there must have 
been at least five hundred spectators 
who saw the game from points out­
side the field proper. Here’s my 
pledge and I hope that the rest of 
my class will do as well.”
Wilfred Kimball, ’23, is at Bow- 
doin College.
Eva Edgerly, ’20, who is teaching 
in Berwick, Me., was recently given a 
surprise party by her pupils who pre­
sented her with a pin.
R. E. Skinner, ’12, is principal of 
Freedom Academy, Freedom, Maine. 
He attended the Maine and New 
Hampshire game at Orono and saw 
New Hampshire give Maine a good 
“ lacing.”
Thursday night, December 9, several 
members spoke upon topics of inter­
est to the fraternity. Kent Walker, 
’22, discussed the problem of reclaim­
ing the salt-surfeited soils of the 
West, by the principle of the Wheat­
stone bridge. Leland E. Grant, ’21, 
told of the “ Romance of Tungsten,” 
the changing of this most brittle of 
all metals to a ductile one. Howard 
E. Turner, ’22, gave a demonstration 
of the degree of opaqueness of dif­
ferent colored glass to infra-red and 
ultra-violet rays. Derwood A. Newan, 
’22, spoke of “Putting Out Fires with 
Bubbles of Gas.” Francis Struthers, 
’22, explained how ships could enter 
or leave a harbor without a pilot by 
means of a submarine electric cable.
LEROY CONNOR, ’23, LEADS 
SUNDAY MEETING OF Y. P. O.
“ We’re going to have one of our 
old fashioned discussions to­
night,” said Alfred French, ’23, as he 
presented to the New Hampshire 
Young People’s Organization, as 
leader for the evening, Leroy Connor, 
’23. Upon Mr. Connor’s subject, 
“What Constitutes a Seven Day in the 
Week Christian,” it was soon seen 
that not only Mr. Connor, but many 
others had illuminating ideas,, The 
meeting closed before the usual hour, 
in order that women students present 




SOPHOMORES TO TAX MEMBERS.
Faculty Approve Date—Farmers to 
Change Overalls for Evening 
Clothes—Aggie Course Now 
Popular with All
“Joe” Towle, ex-’15, is traveling 
auditor for the Hallet and Davis 
Piano people, “Joe” was with the 
102nd Trench Motor Battery and saw 
a couple of years’ service across the 
pond, where he was wounded severely.
Katherine Aldrich, ’20, caused her 
class’s quota to jump by sending in a 
pledge card for forty dollars. “Kat- 
inka” always was willing to do her 
part.
“Gil” Lang, ’13, is at the Charles­
town Navy Yard. At present he is 
living in Winter Hill.
Harold Ham, ’20, is another alum­
nus who is very enthusiastic about the 
new field. He sent in a pledge for 
forty “ iron men” accompanied by the 
remark that he deems it no less than 
a crime to have lost the revenue 
which should have been ours had we 
only had an enclosed field.
“Pa” Gale, ’13, is in the construc­
tion department of the Boston office 
of Stone and Webster, Inc. “Archie” 
Spencer, ’18, also is connected with 
Stone & Webster.
Judith V. Jenness, ’20, who has been 
teaching school at Hampstead, N. H., 
sent in a pledge recently for the sum 
of forty dollars. Fine spirit on the 
part of a “ co-ed” we’ll say.
Blanche F. Dimond, ’19, is employed 
as a dietitian at the Massachusetts 
General Hospital.
W. H. Hilliard, ’20, gave a pledge 
for the sum of forty dollars to a 
member of the drive committee while 
en route to his home recently. “ I 
don’t want to put it off until I get 
home,” said he, “ chances are that I 
shall forget all about it if I do not 
tend to it right away.”
Mrs. Theodore Cram (Marion Dud­
ley, ’16), is now in Newmarket.
“Let’s go!” says Phoebe Stryker, 
’20, “ Let’s make our class the big­
gest donnors to the cause. We all 
know that the college is in bad need 
of a new athletic field.” (And her 
pledge for forty dollars was filed.)
One of the social events of the col­
lege year is the Aggie Ball For 
whole weeks before the dance it will 
be noticed by the men who are ordi­
narily frowned upon because they 
are “ the farmers,” that they are the 
center of interest where the co-eds 
are concerned. And rightfully too. 
For the fair one who is lucky enough 
to be invited to attend will have some­
thing about which to tell her grand­
children that will make them feel that 
their grandma was indeed a favored 
woman. And judging from reports 
from committee headquarters this 
year’s ball bids fair to surpass any 
previous event. January twenty- 
ninth is the date chosen, and the fac­
ulty have already signified their ap­
proval of that evening.
Co-eds! Watch your step!
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
SUPPORTED BY FEE
To Be Collected at Registration in 
Fall Each Year from Every Student 
—Unanimous Vote Gives Great 
Endorsement to College Paper 
—Puts Paper on Sound 
Financial Basis
Students of the college assembled 
in open forum following the convoca­
tion exercises last Wednesday voted 
unanimously in favor of a motion to 
have the subscription price of The 
New Hampshire collected by the busi­
ness office of the college at registra­
tion day at the opening of each college 
year.
For many months there has been 
a feeling, though for some time not 
apparent, that it would be a matter 
of great convenience to students and 
to those who are entrusted with the 
cares of managing the college news­
paper to collect the tax at the begin­
ning of the year. The matter was 
brought to a head when the Boston 
Alumni association sent a delegate to 
Durham to put the proposition up to 
the student body, and the vote has 
put the “ New Hampshire” on a 
sound financial basis.
ANDERSON SPEAKS
In the open forum conducted by 
Otto Helff, ’21, president of the stu­
dent council, Ernest A. F. Anderson, 
president of the Senior class,presented 
the matter from the Alumni stand­
point and Albert S. Baker, ’21, man­
aging editor of the paper explained 
the financial problem of the publica­
tion.
It was then moved to collect a tax 
for The New Hampshire, which should 
be the same as the subscription price, 
at the opening of the second term of 
the year. Before a vote was taken it 
was moved to amend the original 
motion so that the subscription price 
to The New Hampshire should be col­
lected from each student at the begin­
ning of the college year.
The motion as amended was passed 
unanimously and as a result the sub­
scription price will be collected on re­
gistration day next term.
At the Sophomore class meeting, 
held in the Zoology lecture room, on 
Wednesday evening at 7.15 o’clock, it 
was decided to tax the members of the 
members of the class one dollar now, 
and another dollar later in the year. 
It was also moved and seconded to 
give five dollars toward a sweater for 
each sophomore girl who played on 
the varsity hockey team.
Gib: Well they 
call this anyway? 
Count: Macadam, 





99 Water St., Exeter, N. H.
Phonographs and Records, Pianos, 
Sheet Music, Stringed Instruments, 
Century Edition and accessories also 
Electrical Specialties.
WATSON & GARDENER, Props 
C. E. Harper, Mgr.
HENRY A. DAY
Bicycle Repairing a Specialty. 
Dealer in Guns, Rifles and Revolvers. 
I carry a full stock of Standard and 
Special Sizes of Ammunition.
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FRESHMEN ANNOUNCE SOCIAL 
COMMITTEE ELECTION.
A short meeting of the Freshman 
class was held on Friday evening, 
January 10th, President Hardy 
called the meeting to order, then the 
business of the meeting, that of elect­
ing a social committee consisting of 
one lady and one gentleman, was an- 
nnounced. This committee will last 
through the four years. Elvira Dil­
lon, Margaret Osgood, Eustace 
Grimes, Joseph Seymour, and James 
Warden were nominated. Miss Dil­
lon and Mr. Grimes were elected by 
a majority vote. The secretary read 
the minutes of the last meeting and 
after the report was approved ad­
journment was in order,
PHYSICISTS DISCUSS 
MANY INTERESTING SUBJSCTS
Following the regular business 





Films, Pencils, Stationery and Gen­
eral Supplies.
W. S. EDGERLY
The General Store, Durham, N. H.
MRS. E. J. MICHEL 
The ONE Milliner
370 Central Avenue, Dover, N. H.
LEIGHTON’S CAFE
TRY OUR SPECIAL 
SUNDAY DINNER
THE HOME OF ICE CREAM
HIGGINS
Celebrated Ice Cream 
HIGGINS ICE CREAM CO.
136 Water St., Exeter, N. H.
The Acorn
Portsmouth, N. H. 
Supplies any book in 
print and at pub­
lisher’s prices.
THE HORTON’S STUDIO
First class work guaranteed. Dis­
count to students.
360 Central Avenue, Dover, N. H.
4 THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, DECEMBER 15, 1920.
Students Attention!
We have the Kuik Pak Laundry 
Cases at $2.50
And the Par-Po Cases at $2.75
Your mail orders will be filled without any 
extra expense, or call 
Dover 230
We will do the rest
LOTHROPS-FARNHAM COMPANY
DOVER
CAPITAL $100,000 SURPLUS $300,000
STRAFFORD NATIONAL BANK
DOVER, N. H.
Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent. American Bankers’ Association Travelers
Checks for Sale.
F. H. BURGESS 
Photographer
412 Central Avenue, Dover, N. H.
CURRIER STUDIO
For Photographs and Amateur Fin­
ishing
187 Water St., Exeter, N. H.
JOHN W. GRANT
Lunches, Confectionery 




The Custom Tailor. Suits and 
Overcoats Made to Order. Also 
Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing and 
Dyeing.
3 Third Street, Dover, N. H.
Cook’s Stationery Store
STATIONERY, BOOKS, PICTURE 
FRAMING, MILITARY GOODS
On the Bridge, Dover, N. H.
| Work Satisfactory Service Prompt |
Tel. S07-M
Waldron St., Cor. Central Avenue
PROF. SIMMERS 
ON EDUCATION
Speaks at Convocation on 
Vital Needs of Country
NEED OF TEACHERS GREAT
‘Why Not Teach?” Is Appeal of Head 
of Teacher Training Courses—Em­
phasizes Fact That Many State 
College Graduates Do Teach
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Rate in Dining Hall a week, $7.25 *
Desks, Chairs, Rug*s,
Pictures, Picture Framing, etc.
RALPH E. MERAS CO.
Exeter, New Hampshire
The Church in Durham
♦ ♦
y on December 19 at 4.30 p. m. by the ladies of the music 
U department assisted by Miss Marjorie Boomer and others.
4 ♦U
^ A silver offering will be taken for the purchase of music.
it 4 ♦
♦ * a 
a ♦ ♦ a * *X4 ♦
A Christmas Vesper Service will be given in the church
Charles L. Simmers, professor of 
education and psychology, spoke Wed­
nesday, December 8, at convocation 
on the subject of “ Education.”
“ Education,”  says Professor Sim­
mers, “ is one of the greatest instru­
ments society can use for its own de- 
velopement.” Every country has rea­
lized the importance of learning. In 
early Greece, Plato wrote one of the 
greatest pleas for education that the 
world has ever witnessed. Charle­
magne was an exponent and an advo­
cate of the school in his court. When 
the new world was settled in 1620, 
there was a crying need for schools 
and so schools were established. Our 
greatest presidents, especially Lin­
coln, Roosevelt and Wilson have been 
educational defenders.
This week has been set aside as 
educational week by the United States 
Commissioner of Education, Mr. Clax- 
ton, and an educational campaign is 
to be carried on throughout this coun­
try—from Canada to the gulf. Mr. 
Simmers presented the four educa­
tional problems facing us in a clear 
concise manner.
NEED OF EDUCATORS
First, we need federal aid. All 
children should be given equal oppor­
tunities to attend school. This will 
be a possibility if we can obtain fed­
eral aid in the shape of suitable 
school laws.
Second, we need educational finan­
ces. Larger taxes must be levied. If 
the people are correctly informed as 
to this need they will respond readily.
Third, we need better prepared 
teachers. The quality of the school is 
measured by the quality of the teach­
er.. “ Teaching will never become a 
get-rich-quick scheme but the true 
teacher will find other recompense.”
Fourth, we must have professional 
standards. Now is the auspicious 
time to enter the teaching profession. 
New Hampshire college has always 
done great work in preparing teach­
ers, especially for high school work. 
It is interesting to note that 20—35 
per cent, of our graduates in the last 
five years have become teachers, and 
more than a third of last year’s 
graduates have entered the profession. 
Mr. Simmers closed with the direct 
appeal, “ Why not teach?”
|  PROPOSED AMENDMENT I  
|  TO A. A. CONSTITUTION, f
____
He It is proposed to substitute yf. 
^  the following section for Arti- £  
$  cle 7, Section 2 of the Consti- 
*** tution of the New Hampshire 
Athletic Association. Action ^ 
will be taken on this proposal at 
|  at an A. A. meeting immedi- 
~  ately after Chapel Wednesday, ^  
$  Jan. 5, 1921. |? /S\
A. All managerial letters 
^  shall be awarded at the end of
the junior year.
B. All candidates for assist- ±  
ant managerial positions must %
^  present themselves for duty in ^ 
all sports throughout each year.
£  C, All necessary first assist- ^  
^  ant managers shall be selected *  
*>' from the candidates by the Ex- & 
ecutive Committee at the end f* 
$  of the sophomore year. It is *t* 
iji understood that there shall be 
one assistant manager for each ^ 
% sport. Each candidate shall be M•**»• -A-
*  rated m ability by the Execu- *  
*** tive Committee and in accord- 
ance with the rating of the 
Committee each man shall be 
permitted to choose the man- 
jg agership of the sport that he
r»vn-pAVCi
J. C. KENDALL. ’02, AT 
BOSTON MEETING
Speaks on Memorial Field Campaign 
and the Legislative Program— 
Lauds Class of 1920 Which 
Has Gone by Quota 
Mark
prefers.
D. The assistant manager ^
$  shall become a manager in his 3*7K 7*\3* senior year, provided he qualify
iji to the satisfaction of the Exec- ^
utive Committee.
Article 7, Section 2, now ^
*  reads as follows: ^
The managers shall be chosen *■4*
*
Jg according to the following plan:
*$ Any man in the freshman ❖ 
H class wishing to try for any ^  
managership in the various x  
Athletic Departments, shall 
hand his name to the Athletic 
^  Director stating the sport or 
sports in which he is interested. ^  
& At the end of the season, three r|- 
(3) of the eligible freshmen 3* 
shall be selected by the Ath- Jg 
letic Director to serve as sub- »}♦ 
"  managers. At the conclusion 
of the season of the various V 
^  sports in the sophomore year, ^  
^  two (2) assistant managers 
shall be selected by the At-h- 
letic Director. At the conclu- ^ 
sion of the season of various »+♦ 
^  sports in the junior year, one ;i; 
^  (1) of the assistant managers & 
shall be elected by the Execu- ^  
tive Committee as manager.
♦♦♦
Boston, Mass., Dec. 10. Director J.
C. Kendall, ’02, who is handling the 
Memorial Field Fund campaign for 
the alumni, spoke to the Boston New 
Hampshire College Alumni Club on 
“ College and the Memorial Field” on 
Dee. 10. Chris. J. O’Leary, Jr., ’20, 
announced that 1920 had gone over 
the top with their quota and only 
fifty-two per cent, of the class had 
been interviewed.
Mr. Kendall discussed first the bud­
get that has been presented the New 
Hampshire legislature by President 
R. D. Hetzel which includes the run­
ning expenses and new equipment 
needed during the next two years. 
Mr. Kendall pointed out how neces­
sary it was to get the amount asked 
for in order to develop the college 
and its plant as a State college so 
that its progress will not be retarded 
in any way.
SAYS DRIVE WILL SUCCEED
The most important part of his 
message was of course in regard to 
the Memorial Field Drive. Director 
Kendall outlined the reorganization 
made necessary by change of plans of 
certain alumni. He made plain the 
fact that things are moving, that 
pledges are coming in but that the 
real momentum of the drive was not 
yet enough. He said that live repre­
sentatives of each class had had re­
sults as we have seen by the splendid 
work of Mr. O’Leary, ’20, his being 
the only class to reach its quota and 
was above every other class in 
amount, even the class of 1917. 
Though alumni gatherings in New 
York, Boston and New Haven have 
organized with a good degree of suc­
cess. Several other groups in vari­
ous cities such as Springfield, Mass., 
Washington, D. C., and Lynn, Mass., 
have given indications of organiza­
tion.
The nominating committee pre­
sented the following members as nom­
inees for officers of the Boston Club 
for the coming year: President, E.
D. Hardy, ’06; Vice Presidents, L. V. 
Emerson, ’75; H. L. Boutwell, ’82; 
Secretary, Mrs. H. S. Austers, ’16, 
Neale Sargent, ’16; Treasurer, C. J. 
O’Leary, Jr., ’20.
SOPHS DOWN SENIORS 
IN CLOSE GAME
Juniors Walk Away from Freshmen 
— Scores of 16 to 15 and 19 to 9 
Tell the Story
And as the Salvation Army so ad­
equately expressed it, “ A man may be 
down, but he’s never out,” so will the 
writer express the true course of the 
Sophomore-Senior game which was 
played in the gymnasium last Wednes­
day afternoon at 4 o’clock.
After being outplayed and out- 
lucked for a whole half, the re-organ­
ized Sophomore team suddenly pulled 
themselves from a lurch and came to 
the force like a Kansas cyclone sweep­
ing everything in its wake. The Sen­
iors, who had been resting on their 
three point lead gained in the first 
half, suddenly found their soft bed 
upset, and the Sophs led by the dimin­
utive dynamo, Henry Callahan went 
into the lead in the closing minutes 
of play, only to have their advantage 
wrested away from them in the clos­
ing seconds of play by Goldsmith, who 
tied the score by shooting a goal after 
foul.
SOPHS DESERVE WIN
But the final outcome, although de­
layed in its coming was set right after 
a hard fought five minute extra 
period; and the lower classmen taking 
advantage of the slips of the Senior 
shot three fouls and came out of the 
game a winner by one point. So, that 
when the final score was tabulated 
upon Davie Flanders’ score sheet, it 
gave the following figures. Sopho­
mores 16— Seniors 15.
Early in the second period they 
were deprived the use of their star 
back and leader, Ted Strafford, who 
was ruled from the game on account 
of personal fouls, and for the rest of 
the game were forced to labor under 
this handicap. And in winning, the 
Sophs did what every other team in 
the league must do if it expects to 
lower the standards of the Seniors, 
and that is to cover Fox. Although 
he was as elusive as usual, the lower- 
classmen kept him away from the 
cage, and forced him to fall back upon 
long shots which came close, and like 
everything else, closeness doesn’t 
count.
The game was easily the fastest and 
best game of the series, the spectators 
as well as the players going at 
full speed throughout the thirty min­
utes of play. The game was not so 
fast in the first canto as it developed 
to be in the closing chapter, but that 
last half was like the K in d  a basket­
ball player dreams of.
The Seniors had everything their 
own way in the first half and it was 
only their inability to score that kept 
them from piling up a larger score. 
But in the second half the Sophomores 
came back with a vengence, and what 
a wreaking vengence it proved to be. 
It placed the upper classmen in a peril­
ous position and unless they take the 
next three games may find the leader­
ship of the series in someone else’s 
hands.
JUNIORS PRACTICE
The second game of the afternoon 
was just a practice session for the 
Juniors, who romped around the big 
floor as they pleased while they were
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defeated by the Freshmen by a score 
of 19 to 9. The freshmen weakened 
by the absence of Seymour, Fernald 
and Conrad, did not have the appear­
ance of a basketball club and were 
prey to the Junior five.
The Juniors put up their usually 
fast exhibition and as a result of the 
victory climbed within another notch 
to the top of the heap.
CORRECTION.
In the last issue of “ The New 
Hampshire” W. S. Gooch, ’06, was 
credited with a pledge to Memorial 
Field Fund of $500. The correct 
amount is $5.00.
The Editor.
If epidemics follow the styles, you 
may look for an outbreak of knee- 
monia this winter.-—Paducah (Ky.) 
N ews-Democrat.
CHALLENGE.
By Feb. 1st the class of 1906 
will have pledges from 100 per 
cent, of its graduates and will 
have exceeded its quota. We 
are the best class New Hamp­
shire ever had. If any other 
class wishes to dispute it, pro­
duce first and we will discuss 
it afterwards.
E. D. Hardy, Boston Section.
C. T. Fuller, New York Section.
For the grand and glorious 
class of 1906.
LEARN WIRELESS AT HOME 
Quickly and Easily
Interesting and attractive positions 
—either at sea or on land—with sub­
stantial salaries, for men and women 
trained as Wireless Operators. Sal­
aries start at $125 a month plus 
board, lodging and laundry, which 
means a total of $200 or more a 
month. One of our recent graduates 
is getting $6,000 a year. Get in line 
for a big position at a big salary! 
Let us help you!
Wireless Instruments Free to 
Every Student.
Write for this FREE booklet full 
of valuable information.
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, 
Dept. 378, 14th and U. Sts., N. W., 
Washington, D. C.
NEW MAN AND WOMAN 
NEED OF THE WORLD
Says Rev. Mr. Beard at Y. P. O. 
Meeting—Shortage of Christian 
Leaders Appalling—The Church 
a Manufactory of Character
The Rev. William S. Beard, secre­
tary of the committee for recruiting 
the Home Mission force, spoke at the 
New Hampshire Young People’s Or­
ganization, Sunday evening, Decem­
ber 12, to a large and interested audi­
ence, which broke forth at the first 
opportunity into questions about his 
fascinating work, and continued to 
talk about it all through the evening, 
even after the appearance of the de­
licious refreshments prepared by Mrs. 
O. V. Henderson, and Miss Ora 
Phelps.
“The Church,” said Mr. Beard, “ is 
a manufactory of Christian character. 
CHOOSE WELL IS CHALLENGE
“What one is going to do with him­
self after college is not the simple 
question it used to be when there 
were but a few careers to choose 
from. Why, among the multitude of 
activities, it is of tremendous im­
portance to choose aright, is based on 
the ground of service; making other 
men’s dreams come true that they 
may not have lived in vain; fulfilling 
the expectations of mothers and 
fathers, and God, who, too, is anxious 
that we make no blunder, and thus 
spoil the experiment for the greatest 
of all chemists; and upon realizing 
America’s mission to the world.
“ What the world needs is a new 
man and woman. The shortage of 
Christian leadership in this country 
is unbelievable. First, there is a 
shortage of ministers. The minister 
is the man who wants to straighten 
out the economic and industrial 
tangle.
“ Then there is the Home Mission­
ary, not the frock-coated, white cra- 
vated-individual, pining for heaven, 
whom your fancy calls up, but a vig­
orous well educated person like your­
self, who has the qualifications of 
excellent training and good health 
and who has done what was once 
technically referred to as “ Receiving 
a call,” which, in modern terms, 
means keeping in the atmosphere of 
things, even as you and I, watching 
the country’s progress, and finding 
that place which his personality best 
fits.”
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BASKET BALL MATERIAL
Everything in the Sporting Goods line. We guarantee
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